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Presseinformation 

The importance of health 

Trends in the beverage industry 2022 

 
 Beverage variants without sugar or with sugar substitutes in vogue 

 NOLO versions of traditional alcoholic recipes offer growth poten-

tial 

 Flexible process and system technology is the key to high-quality 

and long-life beverages 

 

Healthy ingredients are good for well-being and for the environment – that’s how 

you could describe the mood among consumers in the food and beverage sec-

tor. The fact is that, partly due to the pandemic, consumers are increasingly on 

the lookout for healthy products and changing their consumption habits in favor 

of “free-from” and “clean-label” products. The question of personal well-being is 

becoming more and more of an everyday topic. These changes in consumers’ 

desires can also be seen by the beverage and liquid food industry, which will 

meet from September 12 to 16 at the world’s leading trade fair drinktec in Mu-

nich. 

 

Little or no sugar… 

Consumers want products with less sugar: Manufacturers of beverages and liq-

uid foods deliver. According to market research company Mintel, the top-3 coun-

tries for the product launch of reduced-sugar and sugar-free beverages in the 

last five years were Great Britain (15 percent), closely followed by Germany (13 

percent) and France (10 percent). “France and Germany were among the five 

European countries with the most patents aimed at reducing sugar content, with 

each accounting for five percent of the world’s patents,” explains Neha Sri-

vastava, Food & Drink Patent Analyst at Mintel. “These patents are related to im-

proving the taste of sweeteners and developing technologies that reduce the 

costs of manufacturing alternative kinds of sugar.”  
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… and little to no alcohol… 

There has been a distinct rise in demand for “NOLO” beverages (no and low al-

cohol) in the last two years. A study of the British market, for example, recorded 

a 32.5 percent increase in the consumption of NOLO beverages during the first 

lockdown in 2020. 

Gins and aperitifs with 0% alcohol by volume – in other words products that can’t 

be called spirits – show that consumers’ awareness of health also demands new 

approaches in the world of drinks and cocktails. But it isn’t necessarily any easier 

to produce these drinks. For example, it takes a timespan of six weeks to com-

bine the desired flavor from the complex mix of herbs, spices and peels in order 

to produce the distilled, alcohol-free product Seedlip. 

  

… more juice and smoothies… 

It goes without saying that juice-based products also offer potential in this con-

text. According to Statista, global sales in the “Other juice, juice mixes and 

smoothies” segment will be around €38 billion in 2022. A market volume of €45 

billion is expected by 2026, an annual growth rate of 4.41 percent. In terms of 

quantity, the market volume is predicted to comprise 16 billion liters in 2026. The 

U.S. market is particularly interesting, with a sales volume of €5 billion expected 

there in 2022. 

 

Inspiration and technology for new products 

The world’s leading trade fair drinktec in Munich provides all manufacturers of 

beverages and liquid food the right impulse for creating new products. Manufac-

turers of ingredients and process technology are sources of inspiration with their 

plant-based beverage innovations, reduced sugar content and sugar substitutes 

as well as functional plant-based components.  

 

The ingenuity of the industry remains high. Technologies for beverages and liq-

uid food are definitely still in their infancy when it comes to unlocking the poten-

tial of plant-based products. Last but not least, due to changes in supply chains, 

the testing, development, search for and discovery of alternative product 
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compositions will be intensified in future. A cold brew coffee from the U.S. shows 

what is possible: Through reverse engineering, the start-up Atomo has devel-

oped a molecular coffee – without a single coffee bean. 

 

With the development of methods for extracting vitamins or proteins from the re-

sidual materials from traditional beverage production, several companies are 

showing what development potential is still waiting to be unlocked.  

This doesn’t stop at the idea for a new beverage creation: For manufactures who 

are now making their way from spirits to the non-alcoholic segment, for example, 

there are a few challenges to overcome. To develop non-alcoholic beverage var-

iants in the spirits family, they have to be completely rethought without the alco-

holic component if you want to bring a product with an appropriate storage life 

onto the market. 

 

For that reason the trade fair areas for process technology and filling are of 

course the first ports of call for visitors wanting to get started with new beverage 

ideas. They can put their concept to the test with the exhibitors at drinktec. For 

example: 

 Do new process technologies and product preparation strategies need to 

be pursued? 

 Are there microbial requirements when it comes to the product specifica-

tions? 

 What demands does the new beverage place on the filling technology? 

 

And, even five months before the trade fair, one thing is clear: there are many 

options in these product innovation programs. In some cases, small additions to 

the system will be sufficient to produce the new product creations. In others, the 

market potential or the status quo in production will require a completely new line 

or – in a third scenario – a completely new production plant. 

 

New beverage concepts – platform for new beverage creations 

Inspiration for new beverages is pooled together and easy to find in Hall A5: The 

special show New Beverage Concepts offers an excellent platform for people 
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gathering ideas with an open design concept. Product developers, brands or in-

novation managers as well as buyers can find out about new sweetening con-

cepts, colorings, flavors, ingredients, treatments and additives from the suppliers 

here. With a tasting zone, the concepts are not only subjected to a “dry run,” but 

are also to initial taste tests directly on site. With this format, trade fair visitors will 

receive comprehensive inspiration that will appeal to new groups of buyers. 

 
 
More information about drinktec is available online at 
www.drinktec.com/en/  
 
About drinktec 
drinktec has been held in Munich since 1951 and every four years since 1985. It is the 
most important event in the industry. Manufacturers and suppliers from all over the 
world, including global concerns and SMEs, meet here with producers and retailers of all 
sizes in the beverage and liquid food sector. The future is shaped at drinktec. The trade 
fair is regarded as the No. 1 platform for world premieres. Manufacturers showcase their 
latest technologies for the production, filling and packaging of all kinds of beverage and 
liquid food – including raw materials and logistics solutions. The themes of beverage 
marketing and packaging design round out the portfolio. 
 
Messe München  
Messe München is a leading international networking platform – in Munich and around 
the world, for trade fairs conducted in person or online. In a reflection of the slogan “Con-
necting Global Competence,” Messe München serves as a global networking platform 
and brings together decision makers from all parts of the world. Messe München’s port-
folio comprises more than 50 trade fairs for capital and consumer goods as well as new 
technologies that focus on the latest social issues. These exhibitions include the world-
leading trade fairs bauma, BAU, IFAT and ISPO Munich. The more than 200 events or-
ganized by Messe München each year attract about 50,000 exhibitors and 3 million visi-
tors. Since 2021, IAA Mobility has been held by the German Association of the Automo-
tive Industry e.V. (VDA) in collaboration with Messe München GmbH. 
Messe München has one of the world’s most modern exhibition grounds. With its four lo-
cations in Riem, the ICM – International Congress Center Messe München, the MOC 
Event Center Messe München and the Conference Center North Messe München, it is 
able to fulfill all of its customers’ requirements individually. Messe München is very suc-
cessful in its domestic market in Munich as well as in other countries. It is active all 
around the world. Overall, Messe München, with its network of associated companies 
and foreign agencies, is present in more than 100 countries. 
 

 


